END SEMESTER EXAMINATIONS APRIL/MAY 2021

The duration of the examination will be 3 hours. The Pattern of the examination will be
the same as the one that was followed before the Covid 19 pandemic.
Modalities to be followed in the Conduct of End Semester Examinations:
The Students should write their examinations in online mode from their place and strictly
follow the procedures as given below
1. Question Paper shall be downloaded from email, 15 minutes before the
commencement of the examination.
2. Write the examination in A4 size un-ruled paper on both sides limited to 30 pages
(15 papers)
3. Students must write the examinations in blue or black pen and they are not allowed
to type the answer in the paper. Further they are not permitted to copy and paste
the images from books in their answer scripts.
4. Register number, Name of the Student, Subject Code and Name of the Subject
are to be written in top of every page.
5. Date of examination, Page number and signature of student should be written on
bottom of each page.
6. After completing the examination, the student shall scan their answer scripts and
convert it as pdf file and save with filename Register number_subject code.
7. The Candidate shall upload the answer script in the link provided through mail
within the prescribed time limit of 30 mins.
8. The students can place the answer scripts preferably in a cloth lined A4 size cover
and dispatch the sealed cover by Speed post/Register post/Courier service to the
Controller of Examinations, Sri Krishna College of Engineering and Technology,
Coimbatore.

9. For the forenoon sessions, the answer script shall be dispatched on the same day
of the examination by Speed post/Register post/Courier. For the afternoon session
examinations, answer scripts shall be dispatched on the same day of examination
or on the very next day. If the next day is Sunday or holiday, then the next working
day shall be the day of dispatch of the answer script. Failure to do so shall be
treated as being absent for the examination.
10. The answer scripts of those students who have uploaded the PDF in the link
provided within the prescribed time limit and whose answer script is received at
the CoE office within the prescribed time limit shall be considered for evaluation.
11. Submitting more than one copy of the answer script for a particular subject shall
be considered as malpractice.
12. The students need not come to the Institution to handover the hard copy of answer
script in person.
13. For any exam related queries, students may contact the respective Head of the
Departments.
14. All the students are requested to follow the above instructions strictly.
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